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About Changsha

Changsha, a land of 11,800 square kilometers, has a population of 7.645
million. With an urban area of 1,910 square kilometers, Changsha governs 6
urban districts and 3 county-level cities. It has a reputation of a long history,
renowned as one of the first national historical and cultural cities and is also
the birthplace of Xiang River culture. Changsha is home to Yuelu Academy,
Mawangdui Han Tombs, Four Sheet Bronze Ware, Bamboo Slip and other
cultural heritages. With scenic beauty, Changsha appears distinctive features
composed of Yuelu Mountain, Xiang River and Orange Islet, together with
the construction of urban area. Embellished by beautiful landscape and a 54.8
% green coverage rate, Changsha is also honored as China Tourism City,
China Garden City and China Foresty City. It is a meeting place of 3 high
speed railways and serves as key transportation hub that connects 19
provincial cities of China, with a passenger throughput of 2.1 million of
Changsha Huanghua Airport and a golden channel capacity of 2,000 tons of
Xiang River. It now is bursting with commercial activities. Three strategic
zones gather in Changsha—A Pilot Zone of Building a Resource-Conserving
and Environmental Friendly Society, National Independent Capacity
Demonstration Zone and Hunan Xiangjiang New District. It has 1 national
new area, 5 national high tech zones and 9 development zones in provincial
level, with awards as the Potential City of China, China Top 10 Innovation
Cities, Sound Image City of China, 10 Most Happiness Cities of China and
National Civil City.

In 2017, Changsha achieved GDP of 10535.51 billion RMB, which increased
9.0% compared with previous years; attracted fixed investment 7567.77
billion RMB, up 13.1% to the previous year; general avenue was 1403.29

billion RMB which grew 14%. The general economic strength and economic
increasing rate are outstanding among all provincial cities.

In face with competitive development situation, the 13th Congress of Party
Representatives of Changsha explicitly put forward the strategic goal of
building Changsha a central city of China and to realize basically
modernization. Three centers will be focused on the strategic goal: National
Intelligent Manufacturing Center, National Innovation and Creativity Center
and National Transportation and Logistic Center. Changsha will stand out in
the national strategic landscape and urban-rural system, fully perform its role
in leading the economy of cities group in middle stream of Yangtze River
and contribute more to the development of Changsha-Zhuzhou-Xiangtan
cities cluster development.

Changsha National High-Tech Industrial Development Zone

Changsha National High-Tech Industrial Development Zone was founded in

1988, and it became one of China’s earliest national-level high-tech industry
development Zones through the State Council’s approval in 1991. Approved
by the Ministry of Science & Technology in 2009, Changsha National HighTech Zone was recognized as a national innovative technology pilot zone. In
2017 the whole High-Tech Zone achieved a total technological, industrial
and commercial income of over 540 billion Yuan（~ 81billion $）.
The High-Tech Zone ’ s comprehensive economic strength and economic
aggregate has won the 13th place among the 168 national-level high-tech
zones in China, the comprehensive innovation capacity has ranked at the 6th
place among China’s high-tech zones. Also the High-Tech Zone has been
officially appraised as a national advanced High-Tech Zone successively for
seven years. The High-Tech Zone now has more than 25,000 enterprises, of
which nearly 200 are foreign-invested, 42 domestic and foreign listed
companies. The pillar industries of Electronic Information, Advanced
Manufacture, Bio-medicine, New Materials, New Energy & Environmental
Protection Industry and Modern Services, etc. have been formed already;
here are Zoomlion, Broad, Jiuzhitan, ZTE, Talkway, and many other wellknown trademarks famed both at home and abroad. There are 18 Fortune 500
international corporations gathering in the Park: Hitachi, Schlumberger,
Nokia, Motorola, etc. And the global largest “Tianhe-1” supercomputing
center has been built near the zone.
Here are the base for the national-level software, for the new materials
transformation and industrialization, for the advanced manufacturing
technology industrial, for the high-tech products export, for the mobile EC
demonstration, for the the national service outsourcing demonstration , for

the housing industrialization demonstration and for the Hunan photovoltaic
industry, Hunan environmental protection industry demonstration park, etc.
To improve the export-oriented economic, Changsha High-Tech Zone
initiated and supported the International Science & Technology Business
Platform. The platform serves as a window to enhance various exchanges
between Changsha and the world, especially the overseas enterprises and
organizations which intend to invest in China. The objective organizations
are the overseas government departments and agencies and the overseas
chamber of commerce and industry, high tech associations and other science
and technology business service organizations. Currently there are 25
associations already settled down in the platform, which come from Taiwan,
Germany and Indian etc. Also the“Public Bonded Warehouse” are under
construction, in order to realize the strategies of “bringing in” and “going
out”.
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Ms. Xiao Xi
Director Changsha Going global Investment & Economic Service
Platform
Advocated and launched by the Department of Commerce of Hunan Province,
the Changsha Municipal Bureau of Commerce and Administrative Committee
of Changsha Natioal High Tech Industrial Development Zone, Hunan Going
global Investment & Economic Service Platform Changsha Center is a
comprehensive service platform with the target to assist Changsha companies
who intend to develop business abroad and foreign companies who intend to
develop business in China, as well as to facilitate the implementation of their
projects. The wide range of services provided include information sharing,
matchmaking, project following, event organizing and etc.
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Mr. ZhangYilong
President Hunan ETR Electronic Medical Engineering Co., Ltd.

Founded in 2003, Hunan Eter Electronic Medical Project Stock Co., Ltd. has
developed into a state-level high-tech enterprise and software enterprise
integrating the business of research, development, production and sales, and
has successfully been listed on the NEEQ (National Equities Exchange and
Quotations) with the stock code of 839074 in 2016.

Adhering to the concept of caring for society and creating value with
integrity, pragmatism and dedication, ETR's top R&D team has developed
four series of products over the past decade, including the integrated
solutions for medical gas system, the integrated oxygen cylinder filling
system, the integrated solutions for digital medical cleaning system, the
solutions for ward nursing (calling) system and the solutions for digital smart
medical wards, through independent R&D and production with market
demand as the orientation. The years of hard work and accumulation have
rewarded ETR with the title of industry leader in integrated solutions for
digital wards.
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Mr. Tang Lang
Deputy Director ChangshaHasky Environmental Protection
Science&Technology Development Co., Ltd
Established in 2000, with over 500 employees and a total investment of 120
million yuan, Hasky can not only provide services of consulting, design,
construction and operation, but also comprehensive engineering contracting
to waste treatment in the form of EPC(Engineering, Procurement and
Construction). Now Hasky rank the first three places in China and is a
Standing council unit of China's environmental protection industry
association.
At present, Haksy main business areas cover environmental online
monitoring equivalents, waste-water control, flue gas treatment, soil
remediation, chemical agent products and process optimization, forming a
complete system of integrated environmental services.
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Mr.ShanYuanming
ChairmanHuNan Goodbond Construction Technic Development co.,
LTD
Hunan Goodbond Construction Technic Development Co., Ltd. formerly
known as Institute for New Materials of Civil Engineering was born in
Hunan University, which is one of the top universities famous for its college
of civil engineering in China, in 1995. Goodbond now located in Changsha
National High-Tech Industrial Development Zone, covers an area of 27,000
square meters and owns a registered capital of 20 million RMB, develops
into one of the well-known Chinese companies and suppliers for materials of
structure strengthening and innovative construction in civil engineering
industry.
Goodbond has a deep academic background and possesses one of the largest
team for research and development. 37% of employees in Goodbond are
among this R&D team, 70% of them own master’s degrees and 15% of them
possess doctor’s degrees with education background in western countries. 13
national codes or industrial standards were compiled and averagely 2 patents
per year were filed by this team in Goodbond.
Over two decades, Goodbond has been committed to ‘providing a better
choice’ for our precious customers in civil engineering industry.
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Ms.ZhouYan
Executive General Manager Hunan HKTTechnology Co.,Ltd
HKT Technology based on the data collection and application of wireless
cities and the Internet of Things (IoT), we are committed to building a
multidimensional ecosystem operation service system that integrates
software, hardware, services, and operations. We use multi-dimensional big
data collection, analysis, and applicated to build a smart city ecosystem.
Governments, enterprises, citizens and visitors to provide high-tech
enterprises with multi-tiered smart application services and big data
services.It was established in 2010 with registered capital of 51.168 million
yuan. In July 2015, HKT successfully listed at the national small and medium
enterprise equity transfer center and officially entered the capital market with
stock code 832849.
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Mr.Peng Jian
President CHANGSHAYIFEI EMBROIDERYCO..LTD
Yifei Xiangxiu originated in Changsha Shaping, the hometown of Xiang
embroidery. Founded in 2000, with the development of market economy, the
expansion of production scale and the promotion of brand, Changsha Yifei
Xiangxiu Co., Ltd. was established in August 2008.,which is a Xiang
embroidery brand enterprise engaged in research and development, design,
production, collection and joining of Xiang embroidery art. At present, the
company has three sub-brands, Yifei Xiangxiu brand, Shan Xiu brand, and
Zhenjian brand. Among them, Yifei Xiangxiu mainly meets the embroidery
culture gifts and embroidery daily necessities required by the market. The
Shan Xiu brand is mainly used in embroidery collection products. The
Zhenjian brand is mainly based on the embroidery products needed to serve
the home space. Today, Yifei brings together professional quality resources
in the field of Xiang embroidery, with dozens of embroidery artist advisory
groups and embroidery contractors, more than 600 professional embroidery
artists, management and marketing professionals, 14 domestic chain brand
stores, independent embroidery, and with art exhibition hall nearly 10,000
square meters...Yifei insists on self-development with the concept of open
development. Yifei is more willing to go hand in hand with the majority of
enterprises to realize the brand and market dream together!
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Mr.LiuYong
President Hunan HuaYi Trading Co.,LTD
Established with the 10 million Yuan registered

capital

in

2003,

Hunan HuayiTrading Co., Ltd is a comprehensive trading company
specialized in importing, exporting and decl aring. The main businesses of our
company are the importing and exporting of infant formula powders, red wine,
olive oil, garment as well as various new and used equipment products. Over
the years our company has always adhered to the core business philosophy of
“efficie ncy & integrity”, and dedicated ourselves to provide efficient and
profession al services as wells as safe and high-quality products for our
customers.
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Mr.Li Chong Yang
Deputy Director Hunan Xianing Inland Port Co.,Ltd.
Hunan Xianing Inland Port Co.,Ltd. is a hub-type international inland port for
central and southern China. With the railway and the highway connected to
coastal ports, it transfers the port function from Shenzheng,Guangdong to
Hunan area and creates an inland port. The company has opened Changsha,
Changde, Zhuzhou, Liling, Hengyang, Yongzhou, Shaoguan and some other
service center, basically covered Hunan and Guangdong area.
It also operates free warehouse, yard, trailer and customs declaration service,
provides customers with one-stop services((Door to Door) from inland
factories to terminals with the advantage of the terminal resources.
At present, the company afford the service of container management and
booking for some companies such as MSK, MSC, COSCO... in Hunan area.

